LET’S SPEAK
ENGLISH!

Join fun conversation groups, make new friends and meet local students!
All ANU students welcome.
Weeks 1-12, semester 1 and 2

12-1pm Mon-Fri
Moran G7
Building #26B

anu.edu.au/english
I gained much confidence and knowledge of Australian culture with the help of lovely group leaders. It helps me get used to local life and communicate with friends with different background, I really love and appreciate this program.

This class helps me a lot with my speaking English by playing interesting games and conversation menus. I made many friends with different cultural backgrounds.

It provides me with a fantastic environment to practice speaking English with peers, and learn about new insights into English, particularly for Australia. It is indeed beneficial.

I think it helps me to express myself, share ideas with others, as well as make many new friends.